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BY M1M1 LORD
Perhaps the word that best

describes the prospect of resignation
of Jeffersontown Mayor Herbert S.

Meyer Jr. is "vague," a term applied to
the matter Monday by City Attorney
Charles E. Ricketts Jr. Ricketts also is

of Meyer's political party.
A copyrighted story in The

Jeffcrsonian last week referred to a

source close to Meyer as having said
the mayor is seriously considering
resigning his post with the hope of
being reappointed police chief, a

position he held for nearly 12 years
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MIM1 LORD
There's still a chance the old

Sunshine building on Bluebird
Lane in Jeffersontown may be put to
use again, although the combined
effects of time, neglect and vandalism
decrease its desirability daily.

At least three known to
have inquiries into the
possibility g from the
county the now-vaca- brick structure,
once a county-operate- d orphanage.

Donald R. Erler, assistant to
County Attorney J. Bruce Miller, said

soon
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Unless a "miracle" occurs,

Jeffersontown Jaycees preparing to
disband due to lack of interest,
according to their president Mike
Humphrey.

"We still schedule meetings but
nobody bothers to show up," said
Humphrey, that four to six
members have been carrying the load
for the chapter.

The president said he will check
with the state Jaycce to find out
procedures for withdrawing the
chapter's charter. Also, he said, plans
must be made to use any funds left in
the treasury,

"The Jaycees, in my opinion, have
been going down for about three years
and lately we just can't get any
results," said Humphrey.

Humphrey said he reluctantly
agreed to assume the presidency last
summer after the elected president,
Tim Bray, was transferred out
town. He said he have
sufficient time to adequately serve the
position, but accepted it rather than to
have it left vacant.

See JAYCEES, p. 1 3, col. 5
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Once, the Ohio River was

lifeline of commerce and
recreation in and around
Louisville. Steamboats plied her
waters, carrying cargo to business
centers and fun-mind- passengers
to outings at Fern Grove. River
buffs recall the Ohio's heyday,
Page B2.
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before leaving it to run for in
1973.

Asked if he is "close to resigning"
in a phone interview Friday, Meyer
said, "No, I don't think so unless
somebody demands it." He explained
further that he meant "if the people
demanded it." And he added that he
has been requested by citizens to
resume his former post.

Asked again Monday about the
prospects of resignation, Meyer said,
"My plans at this time arc to not
resign."

However, the quickly added

windows boarded Sunshine

parties

adding

doesn't

the Jeffersontown Jaycees, the city of
Jeffersontown and the Shawnee
Baptist Church all have shown an
interest in the building at one
time or another.

The Jaycees, however, apparently
have discarded the idea because of the

poor condition and the
of money would be

to renovate it.
Tony Guerra, past president of the

Jeffersontown Jaycees, said the
chapter had hoped be to
renovate the building for civic and
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Meyer is .not resigning, now
fuitare Blans uncertain

he doesn't know "what the future
is going to and while he
doesn't now plan to resign, "right now
doesn't mean anything but right now."

In response to a question, Meyer
said he would prefer the job of police
chief to his present employment, that
of machine operator at Votator
Division of Chemetron Corporation in
the Bluegrass Industrial He often
has referred to police work as his "first
love."

The mayor's office is a part-tim- e

position paying a of $150
monthly plus $150 for expenses.
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recreational purposes. But, he said, the
task would be "economically
impossible" for the Jaycees alone, and
that no outside revenue appeared
available.

The city administration, shortly
after coming into office in January,
1974( toyed with the idea of seeking
use of the building for offices of some
city departments, such as police and
police court, public works and
building inspection, said Councilman
Richard Mazzoli.

See SUNSHINE LODGE, p. 10, col. 3
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Barbara Visser, left, and Leslie Bayers with their model city.

Not
covered

every pioneer drove a
wagon. Earlv motorist

were pioneers in their own right.
In 1910 the Louisville
Automobile Club organized an
endurance test-tou- r to map travel
routes for daring drivers. Part of
the published account of their trip
Is included in the story, Page Bl.

In reference to the "source" quoted
by The Jeffersonian, Meyer said,
"Whoever the outsider was, from bits
and pieces he has misconstrued
things." He said he does not know
who the source was.

The mayor said he doesn't deny
having said that he misses being head
of the police force and that
improvements are needed in the
department. But, he said, the source
extracted pieces of his conversations
and put them together "out of
context."

Th"-'- v yor said that because he was
In department for more

be,sensite, to any complaints again?
it. "When somebody says something
against the police department, it burns
me up," he said.

While not addressing himself to any
specific complaints against the police
department, Meyer said, "I think the
police department, as well as any
department, can be improved." He

added quickly, "I'm not saying
anything vindictive about my police
department."

He said that he has no intentions of
replacing Chief Walter D. Murphy as

head of the police department,
although he has been told by some
officers that the department lacks
"direct leadership."

Ricketts, who is of
The New Direction Team, the political
party of which all councilmen and the
mayor are members, said of Meyer:

"Now he feels that since he has
accomplished all other promises made
while campaigning for the office of
mayor except for promises to be
fulfilled with regard to the department
of public protection, that he must
inject himself directly into the process,
roll up his sleeves, and personally
accomplish this last and final task,"
said Ricketts.

Meyer was elected in 1973 to serve
a four-yea-r term. Councilmen are

See MAYOR, p. 10, col 1

Teachers say

BY MARITA SCHNEIDER

Readin'.'Ritin'and 'Rithmetic ain't
what they used to be. Toothpick
watertowers, monorails, hamburger
architecture with booger burgers?
What are the kids learning, anyway?

Eighth grade social studies and
English students of Pam Rothrock,
Donna Koehler and Roxie Hoffman,
were given four class periods to plan
and build model cities illuminating
land use problem in Louisville.

They were to spend two days
planning and two days building their
"perfect cities." They were given
1,000 acres each to illustrate good
land use relationships.

They were told they would be
graded on neatness, scale, originality
and creativity, time spent and
participation', name appeal, variety of
materials, and extras they included.

Before building their model cities,
this eighth grade class had the
distinction of being the first class at
Carrithers Middle School to embark on

field trip. Teachers, parents and 180

tudents, notebooks and pencils in
hand, scurried onto the buses for a

tour of Louisville.
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Dancing Denee

Sporting

Denee Lose, acting as in Mansfield Players' "You
Can't Take It You" play, is caught in her
frequent dancing poses. In the background is Marie Baldauff,
acting the Penelope The directed

Cano and assisted by Schneider, sold out at
performances last week in Jeffersontown.

Field trip, model cities
help motivate students

"The field trip's purpose was to
show students land use in
Louisville. We took them all
from Butchertown to downtown, out
to Oxmoor, to Rubbertown's
industrial area and to Belvedere.
Few them had seen more than the
shopping centers. 50 per cent
had not down to the Belvedere,
said Mrs. Rothrock.

She said the field trip turned out
fantastic. "Somehow it even made

them better students. They were so
appreciative it. Attitudes towards

and geography and school itself
have changed."

She went on to speak how the
students' interests were stimulated.
"Instead reading about land use in a

book, they actually it for
themselves with own eyes."

Mrs. Hoffman, said, "The students
learned more about how important it
is to plan the land a city. For
instance, they why transportation
to the industrial areas is necessary,
they saw the to schools
the residential sections. They were
made more aware the pollution
problem and how important it is to
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To gather data sports in
.4 Louisville the first years

of this century, The Reporter
draws upon the recall of one
the city's most "sports,"
columnist Mike Barry, Page B9.
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keep the industrial areas away from
the residential areas. The field trip
helped. It really motivated every
student, especially the slow ones."

Mrs. Hoffman agreed with the other
teachers that the scale was the only
difficulty. The students had trouble
with the size of the buildings when it
came time to actually building them
model-siz- e.

"1 think another Important thing
they learned was group dynamics or,
who will work together with whom.
Some of them found out that their
best friends are not always the best
people to work with. Having a

See MODEL CITIES, p. 10, col 1

Wanted: 7 ranges
Kulhy Tuley sold her electric range to

the first culler who answered her Reporter
want ad. Seven others called; teven other
readers with electric ranges to tell should
make a quick sale.

To place your quick-cas- h Reporter ad,
call 491-303- 0 or use the money-savin- g

coupon on the classified page.


